Jet feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN) harboured by brightest cluster galaxies is expected to play a fundamental role in regulating in the intracluster medium (ICM). While observations and theory suggest energy within jet lobes balances ICM radiative losses, the modus operandi of energy communication with the ICM remains unclear. We present simulations of very high-resolution AGN-driven jets launching in a live, cosmological galaxy cluster, within the moving mesh-code arepo. As the jet propagates through the ICM the majority of its energy, which is initially in the kinetic form, thermalises quickly through internal shocks and inflates lobes of very hot gas. The jets effectively heat the cluster core, with PdV work and mixing being the main channels of energy transfer from the lobes to the ICM, while turbulence and strong shocks are sub-dominant. We additionally present detailed mock X-ray maps at different stages of evolution, revealing clear cavities surrounded by X-ray bright rims, with lobes being detectable for up to 10 8 yrs even when magnetic draping is ineffective. We find bulk motions in the cluster can significantly affect lobe propagation, offsetting them from the jet direction and imparting bulk velocities that can dominate over the buoyantly-rising motion.
Introduction
Feedback, in the form of relativistic jets launched by an accreting supermassive black hole (SMBH), is thought to be critical in regulating the heating and cooling of the intracluster medium (ICM, see e.g. McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Fabian 2012 , for reviews). The X-ray cavities produced as a result of lobe inflation (see e.g. Forman et al. 2007; Fabian et al. 2011 , for well known examples) seem to be ubiquitous within cool core clusters (Dunn & Fabian 2008; Fabian 2012; Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2012) and exhibit a clear correlation between the estimated lobe energy and the ICM radiative cooling losses. However, while the energetics marry up well, there is still ongoing debate over how exactly the jet energy is effectively and largely isotropically communicated to the ICM. Given that a number of mechanisms and physical processes, such as shocks, sound waves, turbulence, mixing, thermal conduction and cosmic rays (see e.g., Churazov et al. 2002; McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Zhuravleva et al. 2014; Yang & Reynolds 2016a; Ehlert et al. 2018) , could be important, this issue remains unresolved. Yet this is of fundamental importance for understanding galaxy formation as AGN-driven jet feedback is one of the key physical processes invoked to explain the properties of all massive galaxies.
Numerical simulations of jets provide an excellent test bed to address this problem given its highly non-linear and complex nature. However, many previous works typically focus their efforts on modelling either the cosmological cluster evolution with simplified AGN heating models (for recent works see e.g. Dubois et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2017; Barnes et al. 2018; Henden et al. 2018) or the detailed AGN jet injection in isolated setups that lack realistic thermodynamical properties (e.g. Hardcastle & Krause 2013; Yang & Reynolds 2016b; Bourne & Sijacki 2017; Weinberger et al. 2017) . To date only a few, restricted studies that follow in detail the jet-inflation of cavities in a full cosmological environment exist in the literature (e.g. Heinz et al. 2006; Morsony et al. 2010; Mendygral et al. 2012) . Therefore, we present high resolution simulations of a live, cosmological galaxy cluster using our recently developed jet feedback scheme (Bourne & Sijacki 2017) , within the moving meshcode arepo (Springel 2010) . Unlike previous works our simulations also include models for radiative cooling and heating, star formation, supernovae feedback as well as SMBH accretion and feedback based on the Illustris simulation suite .
Numerical method
The simulations presented here were performed using the moving mesh-code arepo, and a detailed account of the models used will be presented in a follow up paper (Bourne et al., in prep.) . In brief, adopting the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 9-year cosmology (Hinshaw et al. 2013) with h = 0.704, we evolved a cosmological zoom-in simulation of a M 200,c = 4.14 × 10 14 h −1 M galaxy cluster to a redshift of z 0.1 using sub-grid models for radiative cooling, ISM and SMBH physics similar to those employed in the original Illustris project. At this redshift, "traditional" SMBH feedback models (for further details see Sijacki et al. 2015) were switched off and we instead employed the kinetic jet feedback model presented in Bourne & Sijacki (2017) .
For this work we assume a fixed gas inflow rate near the black hole of M in = 2 × 10 −4 M Edd , where M Edd is the Eddington rate, with half of the inflowing gas entrained in the jet. This sets the jet mass loading factor η jet = M jet /( M in − M jet ) = 1, which defines the jet mass injection rate and power once the radiative efficiency ( r = 0.2) and jet coupling efficiency ( jet = 1) are assumed. The jet is active for 20 Myrs with a power of 3.9 × 10 44 erg s −1 , given a simulated BH mass of M bh = 2.17 × 10 10 h −1 M .
The jet is injected into a cylinder whose volume is minimised for the conditions n is the number of cells within the top/bottom half of the cylinder and M cyl is the total gas mass within the whole cylinder. Jet mass, energy and momentum are injected into each half cylinder along the z-axis using the kinetic energy injection scheme of Bourne & Sijacki (2017) . Additionally, we include an advective tracer that is set to f jet = 1 for cells in the cylinder. To achieve sufficiently high resolution close to the central BH, the super-Lagrangian refinement technique of Curtis & Sijacki (2015) and Bourne & Sijacki (2017) is activated as well as additional refinements on the cell volume within jet lobes, also accounting for neighbouring cell volumes (similar to Weinberger et al. 2017) . The whole simulated zoom-in region spans ∼ 30 h −1 cMpc across, with a target cell mass of m target cell = 1.37 × 10 7 h −1 M , however, within the cluster centre cell masses and sizes can be as small as ∼ a few h −1 M and ∼ 10 h −1 pc, respectively. The dynamic range spanned between the jet lobe material and the ICM is highlighted in Panel D of Figure 1 , which shows a 2D reconstruction of the Voronoi mesh.
Results

Overview
Panel A of Figure 1 shows a large-scale view of volumerendered gas density. The zoom-in cluster located at the centre of the image lies at the intersection of several rich filaments that are permeated by numerous smaller groups and galaxies. It has a virial radius of R 200,c = 1178 h −1 kpc (orange circle), which encloses a gas fraction of M g /M 200,c = 0.15, and was chosen as it exhibits no recent AGN activity. The central BH, which acts as the "anchor point" of the jet feedback scheme, is surrounded by a ∼ 4 × 10 10 h −1 M disk-like structure of cold gas as shown by the projected temperature map in panel C. Similar structures have been observed in the centres of a number of galaxy clusters (e.g. Hamer et al. 2016) .
When active, the high velocity jet (v z > ∼ 0.1 c) inflates lobes of hot gas (T ∼ 10 10 K). The lobe structure is shown in panel B, which zooms in to the central region of the cluster 19.8 Myrs after the jet is switched on. The jet material is illustrated by a volume rendering of f jet , where the left and right hand sides show the internal and external structure of the lobes, respectively. The lobe material itself is stirred by the jet, resulting in a small turbulent contribution to the lobe energy budget (see Figure 3) , while the rugged nature of the lobe surface is a result of instabilities driven along the ICM-jet lobe interface. The turbulent nature of the lobe material can be seen more clearly in panel E, which shows the velocity field stream lines.
Beyond the immediate lobe structure extends the cocoon of swept-up and heated ICM material bounded by a discontinuity in the velocity field that is distorted in places by the ICM 'weather'. This can be seen in the ICM velocity field in the plane of the jet lobes as depicted by the coloured arrows in panel B. This weather ultimately acts to displace the top lobe from its original trajectory while a substructure moving towards the cluster centre from the lower-right, will interact strongly with the bottom lobe and aid in mixing the jet material with the ICM.
Mock X-ray images
We have produced mock X-ray images of the jet cavities using the pyXSIM package (ZuHone et al. 2014) , assuming a fixed metallicity of 0.3 solar and that the cluster is at the same redshift as the Perseus cluster (Fabian et al. 2006) . The use of an effective equation of state for star forming gas and the lack of molecular cooling in our simulations means that we are unable to reliably capture the thermal properties of cold dense gas. Therefore, as in Rasia et al. (2012) we apply a T − ρ cut that excludes gas with T keV < 3 × 10 6 ρ 0.25 cgs when generating the X-ray photons. The gas cut by this method would likely exist in a colder phase than modelled in our simulations and hence is unlikely to actually be observed in the X-ray band. The top row of Figure 2 shows RGB composite images of the 0.5−1.2(R), 1.2−2(G) and 2 − 7(B) keV energy bands at 19.8, 33.4 and 48.2 Myr since the jet is switched-on (note jet switches-off at 20 Myr). The images were smoothed on a scale of ∼ 4 h −1 kpc with a Gaussian filter to reduce noise. The bottom row shows surface density contours of jet material and unsharp-masked images for the 2−7 keV energy band at the corresponding times.
The cavities are clearly visible in the images produced at 19.8 Myr, with X-ray bright rims prominent across all energy bands in the RGB image, particularly for the bottom lobe. They are also picked up in the unsharp-masked image. Such rim features are seen in numerous observations of cool core galaxy clusters such as Perseus (e.g., Fabian et al. 2006 ). An asymmetry between the top and bottom lobes, somewhat similar to that seen in Abel 4059 (Heinz et al. 2002) and Abell 2052 (Blanton et al. 2001) , is present at this time and we note this is due to the interaction of the jet with the central cold disk. The bottom jet appears to interact more strongly with the cold gas, which impedes its progress, while the top jet has a clearer path, primarily interacting with hot ICM gas and hence being able to propagate further. This also explains, why the bottom lobe rim appears brighter in the X-rays. In fact, while the top lobe rim is prominent in the 2 − 7 keV band, we find that the bottom lobe is clearly visible in the lower energy bands too, as it contains cooler material.
Once the jet has switched off the lobe structure becomes less obvious, without prominent rims, although it can still be detected in the RGB images as depressions in the Xray emission. The top lobe appears to flatten as it ages, similar to observed relic lobes (e.g., Reynolds et al. 2005) and the cluster weather dominates over buoyancy; pushing the top lobe to the right, giving the impression that the jet direction was not aligned with the z-axis. Additionally, the motion of a cold substructure coming from the lower-right can be seen predominantly in the soft band. This structure interacts strongly with the bottom lobe, compressing it (as seen in the right hand panels), before completely disrupting it. In the space of almost 30 Myr, the dynamic nature of the cluster leads to very different looking environments, from the archetypal cavity structure seen in many cool core clusters to a much messier environment, akin to the cluster 2a0335 (Sanders et al. 2009 ), in which it becomes more difficult to visually definitively identify the location of cavities even though the lobes still retain 40% of the cumulative jet energy.
Lobe energetics
The evolution of the jet lobe energy content is presented in Figure 3 showing the total, thermal, kinetic and turbulent lobe energies †. The cumulative jet-injected energy is shown as well. The difference between the total lobe energy and cumulative injected energy represents the energy transferred to the ICM via various physical processes. We make simple estimates of cumulative lobe losses due to PdV work and mixing by integrating over ∆E PdV lobe = P lobe × ∆V lobe and ∆E mix lobe = lobe ×∆M mix jet , respectively, where P lobe and lobe are averages of the lobe pressure and lobe energy per unit mass of jet material ‡, and ∆V lobe and ∆M mix jet are changes in lobe
We roughly estimate the turbulent cell velocity by subtracting the mean velocity vector of the relevant lobe from the cells velocity vector. To avoid contamination from the high bulk velocity of the jet itself, cells with |v z | > 0.1c are neglected when estimating the turbulent velocity, although still included in the total lobe kinetic energy budget.
† We define lobe material as any cells with f jet > 10 −2.5 . ‡ By jet material we mean the mass injected into the jet, this is different to the definition of jet lobe material. Figure 3 . Evolution of jet lobe energy content (solid black line) is shown in the top panel, decomposed into the thermal, kinetic and turbulent component. The grey shaded region indicates the period over which the jet is active. The total injected energy is shown by the dotted black line. Dashed cyan and magenta lines show estimated PdV and mixing losses, respectively. The bottom panel shows the evolution of the total lobe mass normalized to its maximum value (dotted), injected jet mass within the lobe normalized by the total injected mass (dashed) and lobe energy normalized by the total injected energy (dot-dashed).
volume and mass of jet material that mixes into the ICM, calculated between consecutive snapshots, respectively. Although the jet energy is injected almost exclusively in the kinetic form, internal shocks result in the majority of this energy thermalising, which leads to the thermal energy component dominating the total lobe energy throughout the evolution. Of the residual lobe kinetic energy, which accounts for only ∼ 5% of the injected jet energy, much of it is in turbulence. During lobe inflation, its total energy content (dot-dashed line, lower panel) accounts for ∼ 50% of the cumulative jet energy. Given that radiative cooling is negligible in the lobes, half of the jet energy must be transferred to the ICM during the first 20 Myr. This is predominantly through PdV work on the ICM via lobe expansion, which accounts for ∼ 40% of the cumulative jet energy. Interestingly, the lobe enthalpy calculated using the instantaneous lobe PV at 20 Myr would underestimate the total injected energy by a factor of ∼ 1.5. However, we estimate that only a small fraction (∼ 10%) of the PdV work is dissipated via shocks (Schaal & Springel 2015) driven into the ICM, which have Mach numbers of M ∼ 2 − 3. As such, we suggest that much of the PdV work done on the ICM during lobe inflation must go into displacing gas, compressional heating, weak shocks and sound waves. Note that during the lobe inflation phase, mixing is sub-dominant: ∼ 90% of jet material still resides within the lobes by 20 Myr (dashed line, lower panel) and we estimate that roughly ∼ 5% of the injected energy is transferred to the ICM through mixing by this time.
However, the picture changes once the jet ceases, with cluster weather becoming important. There is a sharp drop in the kinetic energy once the jet action halts, a slow decline in the thermal energy content as it is no longer replenished through internal shocks, and mixing becomes increasingly more important. PdV losses peak ∼ 7 Myr after the jet stops, after which they slowly decline, in part due to the bottom lobe being compressed by the incoming substructure. This interaction results in a small increase in both the thermal and kinetic energies at ∼ 40 Myrs and leads to the continued increase in the total lobe mass until ∼ 60 Myrs (see dotted line in bottom panel), as ICM gas (mass and energy) is mixed into the bottom lobe. However, ultimately the ICM weather results in the disruption of the lobes and by ∼ 62 Myr over half of the jet material has mixed into the ICM and by 90 Myrs the equivalent of ∼ 43% of the cumulative jet energy has been transferred to the ICM through mixing.
Conclusions
We have performed very high resolution simulations of AGNdriven jets in a live cosmological galaxy cluster, finding that the environment and cluster weather can have a significant impact on the lobe inflation and evolution (see also Heinz et al. 2006; Morsony et al. 2010) , in particular to aid mixing of jet material with the ICM and hence lead to the effective and largely isotropic energy transport. Mock X-ray maps of our simulated cluster exhibit many features seen in a number of observed galaxy clusters across different stages of evolution including cavities surrounded by X-ray bright rims and flattening of the cavities as they propagate and age through the cluster core (Fabian et al. 2006; Heinz et al. 2002; Blanton et al. 2001; Sanders et al. 2009 ). Due to the asymmetries in the local gas, which forms a cold, rotationally supported disk, initial propagation of the top and bottom cavity are different, but follow the jet injection axis. However, once the jet is switched off the cavities are pushed and deformed by the ICM motions, even though they retain more than 40% of the jet energy for up to 50 Myrs.
Similar to previous results in idealised cluster setups (e.g. Hardcastle & Krause 2013; Bourne & Sijacki 2017; Weinberger et al. 2017) , we find that during lobe inflation ∼half of the jet energy remains in the lobes, with the rest going into the ICM, predominantly through PdV work. At later times cluster weather aids mixing which becomes an equally important channel for transferring energy to the ICM. If magnetic draping or other processes that suppress mixing are largely ineffective, these two channels of energy transfer are sufficient to heat the cluster core and we find that the central cooling time of the ICM remains > ∼ 8 Gyr for ∼ 45 Myrs after the jet injection ceases.
